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Jenny*:

And he was the leader of that clan. , There was, I guess a

family or the whole family of the Elk Clan.

He was head man of that.

(Is that different from the Gourd Clan?)
Jenny:

Yeah, it's different.
'

Yeah, yeah that's a^ different thing
''

from a Gourd, (speaks Kiowa) That's a different clan.
Cecil:—- That's a different lodge.
Gourd Lodge.

a

That,other one's a Gourd Dance,

And this is Elk Lodge.

It's not together.

It's a

different thing.
Jenny:

But I'm telling her, I told her Grandpa Black Bear, Setgong a
1

was a leader of a Gourd Dancers too.
Cecil:

He was leader in both lodges.

leader in that.

Black Bear was.

In the Gourd Clan he was a

And he was a leader in this other

Oko.guft-. . He was a leader in both.

And all together he /was a leader.

He's the one that carry the pipe, you know, when thirty of them are
going on the warpath.

There's a certain man ttfht carries the pipe.

And all of that thirty members of that Gourd Clan or the Oko.gui,
they listen to this one man.

He's a general.

In other words, he's

a general like the general here at Fort Sil'l.

He plans everything.

He tells them what to do.

He's the one that carries the pipe.

the only one that can carry that pipe.
there, he's the one to make peace.

He's

If they make a peace out

And if they get'on the warpath

and they want to stop, well, he's the one to say yes or no.
other words, he's a general in that clan.

In the Gour.d Clan there's

supposed to be maybe thirty .or f\fty men^in tfiat Gourd Clan.
oVer here in Oko.gui, it's the same way.'

And in

And

They all go out together.

Of course, he controls the whole two clans, the Gourd Clan and the
Oko.gui—the Elk Lodge.
(Did he belong to the both at the same time?)
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